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PROTECT A1

A1 guarantees you highest level of protection 

A1 is classified as non-combustible to EN 13501-1 reaction to 

fire. This high-tech membrane is suitable for full fire protection 

and stopping as well as smoke, with extended performance for 

higher temperatures, strength and flex performance.

build solid.

NONCOMBUSTIBLE 
EN 13501-1:2019

PROTECT A1
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Ÿ Our kelteks  can simply PROTECT A1

be installed in any known system and 

used in all environments.

Ÿ we want you to have the option 

when choosing your new 

protection upgrade.

Ÿ Fire prevention is very important 

for reducing fire risks in buildings. 

kelteks  do not PROTECT A1

smoke, flame or burn,and do not 

contribute to the spread of flame. 

Ÿ The time factor is for the rescuer as 

well as for the person to be saved of 

crucial importance. Using kelteks 

PROTECT A1 can prolong the rescue 

time considerably.

Wide range 
application

Wide range 
of color options

Fire 

Protection

Prolonging
Rescue time

Ÿ With our product range of 

kelteks  we provide PROTECT A1

architects and planners with 

important components to realise 

their ideas and build safe.

Build
Safe

PROTECT A1

Glass Protection Membrane

kelteks PROTECT A1

Basalt Protection Membrane

kelteks PROTECT A1

Ÿ kelteks   is the PROTECT A1

secret protector of your family, 

highly effective and always on 

guard for their safety.

Invisible but 
highly effective

No fire penetration

to Load-bearing base

with kelteks PROTECT A1

Properties

Ÿ Excellent solar and glare control 

characteristics

Ÿ Weatherproof

Ÿ Maintenance free

Ÿ Non-flammable fabric made out 

of glass or basalt 

Ÿ UV Protection

Ÿ Water repellent

basalt

1000°C
glass

750°C


